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“A search is hard work requiring daily
attention. We bring best professional
practice to this critical process,” says
Marylouise Fennell, partner in HyattFennell : Educational Services and
Charitable Resources Group.
Hiring a search firm will not only be
cost-effective, saving the institution
both time and money, but they will
enlarge the candidate pool, identify
those who might not otherwise apply,
and produce a sound, long-lasting fit
between candidate and the employer.
Every search is different. The ‘bullpen’
approach used by some ‘headhunters’,
in which candidates are recycled for
different positions at several different
institutions, simply doesn’t meet the
needs of either candidates or the
institution. We can find many candidates, but only a select few will fit the
culture of a given institution.
All colleges and universities should
use executive search firms for highlevel positions. Here are some additional reasons why this investment is a
prudent use of institutional resources.
Executive search firms can shorten
the process, thereby maintaining
the interest of strong candidates.
A good search takes about five
months; it may require a bit less time,
but it should not take longer. Initial
screening and vetting of candidates
can reduce the pool to be interviewed
by the search committee to a select list
of well-qualified finalists, while also
ensuring that the salary and total package expectations are in line with what
the institution can offer. By maintaining

frequent contact with top candidates,
experienced executive recruiters can
also retain their interest. Executive
search firms can also bring their expertise to the composition of search committees, further expediting the process.
We’ve seen some committees with as
many as 25 members , obviously an
unwieldy number. We can narrow and
refine this process.
Executive search firms can best
perform ‘due diligence’, checking
off-resume references and thoroughly vetting both candidate and
institutional history, preventing
costly mistakes in hiring.

the extensive resources and contacts
of executive recruiters typically go far
beyond the several job lists and
websites used by in-house hiring
offices to identify the best candidates
for a particular opening.
When all these advantages of customized, personalized executive search
are considered, bringing in a professional firm is money very well-spent.
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